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The charge response of the ladders in Sr14−xCaxCu24O41 is characterized by dc resistivity, low frequency
dielectric, and optical spectroscopy in all three crystallographic directions. The collective charge-density wave
screened mode is observed in the direction of the rungs forx=0, 3, and 6, in addition to the mode along the
legs. Forx=8 and 9, the charge-density-wave response along the rungs fully vanishes, while the one along the
legs persists. The transport perpendicular to the planes is always dominated by hopping.
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The physics of doped Mott-Hubbard insulators challenges
conventional theories of metals and insulators.1 The effect of
strong Coulomb interactions produces a rich variety of exotic
ordering phenomena, which have been the focus of intense
scientific activity in recent years. The spin-chain and ladder
self-doped compound Sr14−xCaxCu24O41 has attracted much
attention since it is the first superconducting copper oxide
with a nonsquare lattice.2 Theoretically, in doped two-leg
CuuO ladders, superconductivitysSCd is tightly associated
with the spin gap and in competition with charge-density
wave sCDWd.3 While both the spin gap and CDW were es-
tablished in the ladders of Sr14−xCaxCu24O41,

4–6 the relevance
of these objects to electronic properties and superconductiv-
ity is still subject of intensive discussion. Recently, it was
shown, on the basis of dielectric response data, that substi-
tution of Sr2+ by Ca2+ gradually suppresses the insulating
CDW phase, which eventually vanishes forx.9, Ref. 7. In
contrast to these results, dynamical Raman response ob-
served above RT forx=0 was assigned to CDW fluctuations
and found to persist in the metallic phase ofx=12, a system
which becomes SC under pressure.8

It is of particular interest to learn more about the nature of
CDW order in the spin ladders, which presents a nice experi-
mental system of strongly interacting electrons. Although the
ground state for 0øxø9 reveals a number of well-known
fingerprints of the conventional CDW, such as the pinned
phason9 and the broad dispersion at radio frequencies due to
screening of the CDW by free carriers,5–7 its origin is cer-
tainly more complicated, since the system does not undergo a
metal-to-insulator but aninsulator-to-insulator transition.
The role of Ca substitution is another open issue. Suppres-
sion of the CDW phase was ascribed7 to worsened nesting
conditions10 implying that the system becomes more 2D al-
ready at ambient pressure for largex. On the other hand, it
was suggested that at ambient pressuresfor all xd the charge
dynamics is essentially one-dimensional2,11 s1Dd and that
only the application of pressure induces the dimensional
crossover from 1 to 2.2

In this Report, we address these important questions con-

cerning the charge-ordered ground state in the ladders of
Sr14−xCaxCu24O41. Our results give evidence that the CDW is
two dimensional with an anisotropic dispersion: the long-
range charge order develops only in ladder planes, leading to
a screened collective response along the both legs and rungs
of the ladders.

The dc resistivity of Sr14−xCaxCu24O41 sx=0, 3, 6, 8, 9,
and 11.5d was investigated in the temperature range 2 K
,T,700 K. The complex conductivity was measured in the
frequency range 0.01 Hz,n,10 MHz, using several set-
ups. At frequenciesn=6–10 000 cm−1 the complex dielec-
tric function was obtained by a Kramers-Kronig analysis of
the infrared reflectivity and by measurements of the complex
transmission coefficient at the lowest frequencies
6–20 cm−1. All experiments were conducted on high-quality
single crystals along the three crystallographic axes:c salong
the legsd, a salong the rungsd, and b sperpendicular to the
ladder planesd.

Figure 1 shows the conductivity spectra in a broad fre-
quency range parallel to the rungs,Eia. For x=0, 3, and 6 a
strong T-dependent relaxation of the dielectric function
«svd=«8+ i«9 is found ssee the insetsd. Fits by the general-
ized Debye expression«svd−«HF=D« / f1+sivt0d1−ag yield
the main parameters of this relaxation: the dielectric strength
D«=«0−«HF<103 s«0 is static and«HF is high-frequency di-
electric constantd, the symmetric broadening of the
relaxation-time distribution given by 1−a<0.8, and the
mean relaxation timet0, which closely follows a thermally
activated behavior similar to that of the dc conductivity. The
dielectric response sets in below the phase transition tem-
peraturesTc=210 K sx=0d, 140 K sx=3d, and 55 Ksx=6d
in the same manner as found parallel to the legs of the ladder
ssee Fig. 2 in Ref. 7d, only the dielectric strengthD« along
the a axis is much smaller than that forEic sFig. 2d. This
analogy suggests that the same mechanism, i.e., the screen-
ing of a CDW phason, is responsible for the ac properties in
both directions of Sr14−xCaxCu24O41, parallel to the legs and
to the rungs of the ladders. For higher Ca contentx=8 snot
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shownd and 9 the analogy breaks down since no such disper-
sion is detected forEia down to 4 K. In the third direction
sEibd, we find no signature of a CDW-related dielectric re-
sponse at any Ca content.

The energy gap associated with the CDW formation is
also seen in the infrared spectra forEia, where the conduc-
tivity at the lowest frequencies decreases upon cooling. The
estimated gap values for differentx correspond well to those
determined from the activated dc resistivitysFig. 3 and Table
Id; the values are also close to those found forEic. It is
worth mentioning that Ruzickaet al.12 have already sug-

gested from their optical spectra the existence of the metal-
to-insulator phase transition both along thec anda axes. The
phonon bands become less pronounced for higher Ca con-
tentsx due to screening by free carriers. At lowT only a n2

contributionsFig. 1, dash-dot lined of the low-energy phonon
wing is observed.

We now compare the dc transport properties along all
three directions. The upper two panels of Fig. 3 reveal that
the phase transition temperaturesTc, when measured along
the c and a axes, are equal in value and have the same
dependence on Ca contentx. The same holds for the energy
gaps in the insulating phase aboveTc and in the CDW
ground state, which are both isotropic and show the same
dependence onx. The energy gaps become larger when go-
ing from high temperatures into the CDW phase, indicating
that an additional gap opens forx&6 sTable Id. While in a
standard CDW, a transition from a metallic state to an insu-
lating state is observed due to the opening of an energy
gap,10 in the present case the transport in the high-T phase is
already nonmetallic. We explain this by electron-electron in-
teractions within the ladder plane, leading towards a Mott
insulator. We remind the reader that the band filling in the
ladders is close to 1/2 and the on-site Coulomb repulsion is
U=3–4 eV, sothat U /4t.1. CDW order in such a system
of strongly interacting charges might fall between the two
well-defined limits: the CDW order of itinerant charges and
the charge order of localized charges. The transition broad-
ens substantially with increasingx, as reflected by an in-
crease of the transition width and a decrease of the peak
height of dsln rd /dsT−1d sFig. 3d. The broadening might be
attributed to disorder introduced by Ca substitution; a well-

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Broad-band spectra of conductivity and
complex dielectric functionsreal «8 and imaginary«9 partsd of
Sr14−xCaxCu24O41 along thea axis for Ca contentsx=0, 3, and 9 at
a few selected temperatures. StrongT-dependent relaxationlike dis-
persion of«8 and«9 sinsets, the full lines are from fits to the gen-
eralized Debye expression, see textd, seen also as a smooth increase
in the conductivity spectra, is a fingerprint of the screened CDW
collective response. This response is observed at allT,Tc for x
=0 and 3, but not forx=9. Decrease of the infrared conductivity at
low T corresponds to the opening of an energy gap. At the lowestT
only the lowest-frequency phonon tail is seen and represented with
the dash-dotn2 line. The arrows denote the dc conductivity. Dotted
lines are guides to the eye.

FIG. 2. Representative Cole-Cole plots of the dielectric disper-
sion, connected to the anisotropic collective CDW response of
Sr14−xCaxCu24O41 for x=0 sleft paneld and x=3 sright paneld with
the Eic salong legsd andEia salong rungsd. Note that plots for the
response along thea axis are blown up 10sx=0d and 5sx=3d times.
Full lines are from fits to the generalized Debye expression. The
intersections of the arcs with«8−«HF axes indicate the values of
D«.

TABLE I. CDW gapsDCDW are from dc and ac measurements
of Sr14−xCaxCu24O41. Activation energiesDHT in the high-T insulat-
ing phase, are from dc measurements.DCDW andDHT are obtained
with both theEic andEia.

x=0 x=3 x=6 x=8 x=9

DCDW fmeVg 130±5 110±5 30±4 8±1 3±05

DHT fmeVg 90±25 80±20 30±6 16±2 10±2
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known effect in quasi-1D compounds.13 Finally, for the pure
compoundsx=0d the dc resistivity along the third axisEib
slower panel of Fig. 3d shows that the activation energy is
much larger at highT s190 meVd and becomes smaller with
decreasing temperature. Forxù3 snot shownd there is a
single activation in the wholeT range. This simple activation
process indicates that the charge transport perpendicular to
the ladder planes happens via nearest-neighbor hopping, as
expected between disordered chains. Since no peak of
dsln rd /dsT−1d is found in theb direction, the CDW does not
develop a long-range order in 3D. These findings are in ac-
cord with our optical data, as well as data by Ruzickaet al.,12

which indicateT-independent insulating behavior along theb
axis, distinct from the charge dynamics in the ladder planes.

Our observations have several implications. Generally, in
a 1D metal one expects the development of a CDW only
along the chain axis. Hence the existence of the loss peak as
the signature of the screened phason relaxation in the perpen-
dicular directionsalong the rungsd is surprising.14 However,

in a 2D system of coupled chains, CDW develops according
to the ordering vectorQ. An ac electric field applied either
parallel or perpendicular to the chains couples to the CDW
developed alongQ−1 resulting in an anisotropic dispersion.15

Indeed, we find that the radio-frequency loss peak centered at
t0

−1 decays Arrhenius-like for both directionsEic and Eia;
these are well established features to characterize the CDW
phason screened response. The dielectric strength of the loss
peak found along thea axis is about 10 times smaller than
the one observed along thec axis, which corresponds to the
single-particle conductivity anisotropy. Based on this aniso-
tropic dispersion in the radio-frequency range, we may ex-
trapolate from the standard phason dispersion in 1D, which
connects the screened loss peak centered att0

−1 to the
unscreened pinned mode atV0 sRefs. 7 and 14d to the 2D
case. Assuming that CDW effective mass anisotropy is given
by the band mass anisotropy,10 we get an estimate of
the pinning frequency of the CDW along the rungs:
V0

2sad=V0
2scd3 fsdcscd /sdcsadg3 fmbandscd /mbandsadg. Tak-

ing mbandscd /mbandsad<0.1, Ref. 16,V0scd=1.5–1.8 cm−1,
Ref. 9 and sdcscd /sdcsad<10–30, we find V0sad
<1.5–3.5 cm−1. Indeed, a thorough analysis of the relevant
data in Ref. 9 identifies the pinned mode along rungs at
V0sad=1.5 cm−1.

Our findings indicate that a CDW develops in thesc,ad
ladders plane with a 2D long-range order. Further, we ad-
dress the robustness of the CDW inside the phase diagram of
Sr14−xCaxCu24O41. Ca substitution quickly suppresses the
length scale at which the 2D CDW in the ladder planes is
developed, as the broadening of the CDW phase transition
indicates. Forx=8 the absence of the peak in dc resistivity
logarithmic derivative suggests that the long-range order in
planes is destroyed; subsequently the CDW is able to re-
spond only along the legs of the ladders before disappearing
completely from the phase diagram forx.9. The picture in
which CDW fluctuations and a gap of 185 meV persist for
all x sincluding metallicx=12d at T.300 K, Ref. 8, is dif-
ficult to reconcile with our data. This picture also meets dif-
ficulties because the changes of the unit cell parametersa
and c sat RTd, induced by Ca substitution, are small and
comparable in size.17 More importantly, we find that the con-
ductivity anisotropy almost does not vary with Ca content at
high T; it is T independent for 0øxø8, and becomes en-
hanced at lowT for x=9 and 11.5.2,11,18 No increase in di-
mensionality indicates that standard nesting arguments can-
not explain the suppression of the CDW by Ca substitution.
Therefore, we propose an alternative scenario based on the
low-doped Mott insulator nature of the high-T phase from
which CDW in the ladders originates. According to this sce-
nario, CDW phase is suppressed by Ca substitution by the
deviation from half fillingswhich might be induced by even
slight increase of the hole transfer into the laddersd, as well
as by an increase in intraladder overlap integrals, whenU /4t
decreases. Changes of the intersite Coulomb repulsion, due
to an increased coupling between ladders and chains,17 might
also influence the stability of CDW phase. The similar rate
by which charge order, associated with the 2D antiferromag-
netic dimer pattern, in the chains is supressed, is striking.19

The same arguments can be applied to explain gradual sup-

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Upper and middle panels: dc resistivity
logarithmic derivatives of Sr14−xCaxCu24O41 for different Ca con-
tentsx along thec anda axes;x=8 is multiplied by 2, for clarity.
Full lines are guides for the eye in the transition range, while above
and below they are based on the fits to lnr vs T−1. The arrows
indicate the CDW phase transition temperatureTc. Lower panel: dc
resistivity sinsetd and corresponding logarithmic derivatives of
Sr14Cu24O41 alongc sdashedd, a ssolidd, andb sdash-dot lined axes.
The peak indsln rd /dsT−1d as a signature of the phase transition is
observed in thesc,ad ladder plane, but not perpendicular to them
salong theb axisd.
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pression of the high-T insulating phase. However, CDW
phase is clearly less robust and the influence of disorder in-
troduced by Ca substitution at Sr sites plays an important
role. Tsuchiizuet al. have recently derived the model for
two-leg extended Hubbard ladder with both on-site and in-
tersite Coulomb repulsion.20 They show that decreasing the
latter, together with increasing the doping, destabilizes the
CDW and p-density wave, which coexist in the phase dia-
gram, in favor of thed-SC state.

The charge-ordered phase in the ladders of
Sr14−xCaxCu24O41 belongs to the class of broken symmetry
patterns, predicted theoretically for strongly correlated elec-
tronic systems, including charge and spin density waves,
both of the site and bond order, and ofd symmetry.20,21How-
ever, there is no theoretical prediction about collective exci-
tations in these phasessexcept for the CDWd and how they
should respond to applied dc and ac fields. Wuet al.21

showed that charge-ordered phases in two-leg ladders at low
doping levels can develop only quasi-long-range order due to
degeneracies appearing in the systems away from half filling.
Indeed, the CDW transition in the ladders of
Sr14−xCaxCu24O41 is ten times broaderseven in the Ca-free
compoundx=0d than expected,13 indicating that true long-
range order is probably never reached.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that within the ladder
planes of Sr14−xCaxCu24O41, the charge undergoes two-
dimensional ordering, whose length scale is quickly reduced
by Ca substitution due to an increased disorder. Similar to a
CDW, the collective excitations of this charge order possess
an anisotropic phasonlike dispersion, which we detect as
broad screened relaxation modes along both the rungs and
legs of the ladders. We propose that the charge-ordered phase
vanishes at high Ca levelssx.9d due to an increased devia-
tion from half filling and an increase in intraladder overlap
integrals whenU /4t decreases. At this point, angle-resolved
photoemission studies of momentum-resolved gaps and self-
energies as a function of temperature and Ca substitution
could help in understanding the mechanism responsible for
producing this charge-ordered state. Also, further experi-
ments have to clarify whether such a dispersion is a unique
feature of the charge order in ladders or whether it is com-
mon to quasi-2D systems with charge order.
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